
WANTED: Realist Review Editor-in-Chief (EIC)
5/10/2022

What is the Realist Review?

The Realist Review is a fast-growing online publication dedicated to promoting realism and
restraint in American foreign policy. The community of contributors is primarily made up of
college students, graduate students and young professionals.

Realist Review is now searching for a new Editor-in-Chief. This position is unpaid and will likely
require approximately 5 hours of a person’s time each week.

What Does an EIC Do?

● Editing: The EIC’s first and most important duty is to ensure all content published by the
Realist Review is polished, professional and meets the publication’s standards in all ways.
This means that regardless of the author, source of content or other editing help, the EIC
always performs the final check and makes the final decision to publish or not.

● Managing: The EIC also manages the Realist Review’s community of volunteer assistant
editors and writers. This means that the EIC delegates work among editors, mentors
writers to help them improve over time and decides which applicants to accept as new
contributors.

● Representing: The EIC is the official point of contact for the publication. This means
that the EIC takes the lead in forming partnerships with other publications, signs letters of
recommendation for staff members, collaborates with RR sponsors and performs other
auxiliary duties from time to time.

What Traits or Experiences Make a Good EIC?

1. Editorial/Writing Experience: Since the EIC inspects all material for publication, the
ability to pay attention to detail and create the strongest piece of writing possible are
crucial skills for any EIC.

2. Knowledgeable on Restraint and Foreign Affairs: The EIC must have the ability to
decide if the argument or views expressed in potential content align with the mission of
the publication.

3. Working With People: Writers and editors come from a wide range of backgrounds and
skill sets. The EIC must be patient, farsighted and polite in their dealings with everyone,
since their actions influence the long term viability of the publication.

https://realistreview.org/


What Are the Benefits of Serving as RR’s EIC?

● The EIC will gain excellent practice at producing stellar writing, becoming a top notch
editor and writer themselves.

● The EIC will be able to speak of management experience over a community that spans
time zones and languages.

● The EIC will make excellent connections with upcoming and current key players in think
tanks, media organizations and other foreign policy institutions.

How Do I Apply?

Fill Out This Short Form!
https://forms.gle/dDLXH3XRDqDVkKtb7

Any questions should be sent to realistreviewpublication@gmail.com

Deadline to Apply: June 1, 2022

https://forms.gle/dDLXH3XRDqDVkKtb7

